Seaman Corporation offers high performance architectural metal edge and copings systems to complement our FiberTite Roofing Systems. These FiberTite Brand metal systems are provided through our partnership with Metal-Era. When the metal edge system and/or coping system are purchased through Seaman Corporation, the edge system and coping become part of the FiberTite System Warranty.

FiberTite Architectural Metal Edge and Coping Systems are rated and approved by FM Approvals. They offer exceptional wind resistance and Seaman Corporation guarantees the wind resistance for these systems in conjunction with our FiberTite Roofing Systems. They are covered up to wind speeds indicated on the FiberTite Warranty.

It is well know that Metal-Era markets their edge and coping systems by advertising high wind warranties. These high wind warranties are not automatically included in FiberTite Commercial Roofing System Warranties. As stated above, the FiberTite Architectural Metal Edge and Coping System warranties are limited to the wind speed noted on the warranty for the entire roof system.

In order for the architectural metal edge or coping to be included in the FiberTite Commercial Roof System Warranty, all components, clips and fasteners much be purchased through Seaman Corporation.

Any metal work or metal parts not furnished by Seaman Corporation that are installed with or on the architectural metal edge or coping (this includes brackets and/or attachment of lightening arrest systems) shall render any warranty commitment for the metal system null and void.

For additional questions or guidance in the selection and installation of FiberTite Brand Architectural Metal Edge and Coping Systems, please contact FiberTite Technical Services at: 800.927.8578.